The Danger of Independence

The spies were not going to embarrass the Land. They were looking to embarrass the worshippers of the Land – the desert Zionists, those individuals committed to entering Eretz Yisrael.

Through this, Levinas completely transforms the narrative of the spies and their concerns. The spies were not going to embarrass the Land. They were looking to embarrass the worshippers of the Land – the desert Zionists, those individuals committed to entering Eretz Yisrael. But why? Levinas goes on to describe what it was about the giant inhabitants of the Land that sparked a desire to shame its worshippers:

“They were magnificent beings… that is what the indigenous inhabitant of the country was to become… We can now understand the anxiety of our men better.

Perhaps the explorers caught a glimpse of sabras. Fear seized them; they said to themselves: this is what awaits us there; these are the future children of Israel, those people who make holes wherever they set foot, who dig furrows, build cities… But that is the end of the Jewish people!”

According to Levinas, the spies were not afraid of being defeated by the giants. They feared becoming them – transforming into magnificent sabras and forgetting about their relationship with a G-d they no longer needed. Like industrious children that find work, an apartment of their own, and in becoming embroiled in their own lives, forget to call home – the Jewish people were about to discover the glory of independence. They would no longer need the manna or the clouds of glory – instead, their sustained and exalted existence would be the work of their own hand, nothing more: Complete independence – from G-d.

On Chanukah, I started to sense that their fears were not entirely misplaced when my daughter marched home from kindergarten, chanting a popular folksong. Composed by Menashe Ravin, it celebrates the victory of the Maccabees: Mi Yimalel Gevorot Yisrael… – “Who will tell of Israel’s strength?” The words sounded familiar, hauntingly so. They are from Tehillim 106: “Who will tell of G-d’s strength?” A subtle shift from praising G-d to the egotistic rejoicing in our own might – the fears of the spies, manifest in our local Israeli kindergarten.

While the conclusion of the story of the spies, in which the entire generation of men is sentenced to die in the wilderness, makes it clear that we must reject any attempt to undermine the imperative of our existence in the Land of Israel, the concern remains genuine. The obligation to recognize G-d’s role and presence in our lives was not a mere neurosis of the spies but a fundamental Jewish value. While the spiritual risk associated with independence does not permit us to ignore our obligation, we are also not allowed to ignore the risk.
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